Large-field Rayleigh match ranges were measured in 27 red/green color-deficient male observers, using bright, temporally alternating, 3-9 deg annular test fields. The observers' X-linked opsin gene arrays were characterized by molecular genetic techniques, and used to infer the absorption maxima of each observer's L and/or M cone photopigment(s). Measured match ranges decreased rapidly as the inferred separation in pigment absorption maxima increased from 0 to 2-3 nm, and 
INTRODUCTION
Human X-linked red/green color deficiencies are classically characterized behaviorally by means of anomaloscopy; that is, by Rayleigh match points and Rayleigh match ranges, using a stimulus field of about 2 deg of visual angle. Color-normal observers as a population show little variation in match points, and narrow individual match ranges. In contrast, anomalous trichromats demonstrate match points that are shifted with respect to those of color-normal observers, and a wide variability of match ranges. Dichromats fail to make chromatic discriminations in the Rayleigh region; that is, they demonstrate Rayleigh match ranges that encompass the entire available range of red/green mixtures (for reviews see Pokorny et al., 1979 Classically, it has been assumed that individual differences in Rayleigh match points and match ranges are importantly controlled by variations in the numbers and absorption spectra of the cone photopigments (von Kries, 1924) . Color-normal observers have two cone types--L (long-wavelength-sensitive) and M (mid-wavelength-sensitive) cones--active above 550 nm; the spectral maxima ()Lrnax) of these two cone types differ by about 30 nm. The shifted Rayleigh match points and expanded match ranges of most anomalous trichromats have suggested that anomalous trichromats retain two cone types, but with absorption spectra that are closer together than those of the normal L and M cones (Pokorny et al., 1973; DeMarco et al., 1992; . The failure of dichromats to make chromatic discriminations in the anomaloscope has been attributed to their having only one functional cone type (L or M) sensitive to stimuli above 550 nm.
More recently, it has become possible to characterize the X-chromosome-linked L/M gene arrays and determine the coding sequences of the individual genes. In brief, many variants of the L/M opsin sequence are now known to occur in human observers (Nathans et al., 1986a,b; Neitz et al., 1989; Deeb et al., 1992; Winderickx et al., 1992) (Oprian et al., 1991; Merbs & Nathans, 1992a,b; Asenjo et al., 1994) .
In males with red/green color deficiencies, consistent correspondences have been established between an individual observer's complement of photopigment genes and the protan vs deutan nature of his color deficiency (Nathans et al., 1986a; Neitz et al., 1989; Deeb et al., 1992) . However, within protan and deutan subtypes, there has not been a fully satisfying quantitative model of individual variations in Rayleigh match ranges. In particular, classical Rayleigh match ranges have not been fully predictable from the separation between the absorption maxima of the observer's photopigments; observers with the same apparent L/M cone opsin genotype can vary substantially in Rayleigh match range; and some "obligatory dichromats"--observers with only a single L/M opsin gene --nonetheless make trichromatic color matches (Nathans et al., 1986a; Deeb et al., 1992; Sanocki, 1994) .
One possible source of difficulty is that the major studies comparing genetic and psychophysical measurements have been carried out with classical anomaloscopy, using 2 deg, continuously presented test fields of relatively low luminance. The use of large, bright annular stimulus fields, and brief presentations of the test and standard fields in temporal alternation, improves the precision of Rayleigh matches (Nagy, 1982; Neitz & Jacobs, 1990) .
A second possible source of difficulty is that until recently, theoretical treatments have not incorporated the possibility of individual variations in photopigment optical density. In color-normal individuals the effective optical densities of the cone photopigments are known to influence the locations of Rayleigh match points and the sizes of Rayleigh match ranges Burns &Elsner, 1985; Burns et al., 1987) ; presumably they should do so in color-deficient observers as well. Whereas the opsin amino acid sequence is presumed to determine the wavelength of peak sensitivity (2max) of the photopigment, the breadth of the spectral response curve will vary with the optical density of the photopigment. In the extreme, in the case of two pigments with identical '~max but segregated into two different cone types, systematic differences in pigment density could create two cone types with different spectral response curves, and therefore allow at least a minimal level of chromatic discrimination. More generally, if variations in pigment optical density were independent of variations in opsin sequence, then variations in pigment optical density among observers could provide a possible explanation for the variability in Rayleigh matches seen among observers with identical L/M pigment gene arrays.
A quantitative theoretical treatment of the effects of variations in pigment separation and pigment optical density on Rayleigh matches has been presented recently by for deuteranomalous observers (and cf. , for protanomalous observers). The calculations of show three major results. Firstly, predicted Rayleigh match ranges increase remarkably little as pigment separation decreases from >20nm to 2-3nm, but increase rapidly in the range of pigment separations from 2-3 nm to zero. Secondly, if the pigment separation is greater than about 4 nm, and/or if the optical densities of the two pigments are kept equal, variations in pigment optical density have relatively little influence on predicted Rayleigh match range. But thirdly, if the pigment separation is less than about 4 nm and the two cone types are assigned different optical densities, variations in optical density yield large variations in predicted Rayleigh match range; and a observer with two pigments of identical 2max but an optimal difference in optical densities is predicted to show reasonably good chromatic discrimination .
The present study had two major goals. The first was to measure large-field Rayleigh match ranges in a sample of red/green color-deficient observers whose genotypes could also be characterized. The second goal was to use modelling similar to that of and to make predictions of Rayleigh match ranges for both protanomalous and deuteranomalous observers, and to compare the model predictions to the data from our red/green color-deficient observers. We show that this model is sufficient to account for the largefield Rayleigh match ranges of most of the observers in our color-deficient population. A brief report of this work has been presented earlier (Sanocki et al., 1995) .
METHODS

Observers
Twenty-seven color-deficient male observers, aged 18-66 years, were recruited from previous studies in the authors' laboratory (Deeb et al., 1992) , and through classified advertisements that appeared in local area newspapers. Eleven were protans, and 16 were deutans. Observers who were new to the laboratory had their color vision deficiency diagnosed using the same 2 deg Nagel anomaloscope used previously, and had blood drawn for genetic analysis prior to psychophysical testing. Each observer thus entered the present study with a diagnosis of color vision deficiency made using a 2 deg Nagel anomaloscope, and a characterization of his X-linked opsin gene array from molecular genetic analysis.
Molecular genetics
Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood (Poncz et al., 1983) . The gross molecular structure of the X-linked opsin gene arrays was established by Southern blot analysis of very high molecular weight DNA fragments after digestion with the restriction enzyme NotI, followed by pulsed-field electrophoresis (Vollrath et al., 1988) , and after that digestion with either RsaI or a combination of BamHI and EcoRI, followed by conventional agarose electrophoresis (Nathans et al., 1986a) . The coding sequences of the X-linked opsin genes were determined from the results of polymerase chain reaction .
(PCR) amplification, single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) analysis (Orita et al., 1989) and sequencing. All procedures have been described previously in detail (Deeb et al., 1992; Winderickx et al., 1992 Winderickx et al., , 1993 Sanocki et al., 1993) .
Psychophysics
Large-field Rayleigh matches were measured with a 3-9 deg annular test field. Matches were made with a computer-controlled precision anomaloscope, based on the design of Pokorny et al. (1989) , and described more fully in Sanocki et al. (1993) and Sanocki (1994) . The anomaloscope primaries were 667 nm (R), 586 nm (Y), and 550 nm (G).
The retinal illuminances of the R and G primaries at the all-red and all-green extremes of the match range were set differently for protan vs deutan subjects. These values were 653 and 114 td, respectively for protan subjects, and 326 and 854 td, respectively for deutan subjects, as calibrated with an EG&G/Gamma Scientific Spectroradiometer. These retinal illuminances were chosen based on preliminary brightness matches made by a small number of protan and deutan subjects, and were intended to reduce the range of brightness variations between different R/G mixtures.
A 4.4 log td broadband adapting field was used to suppress the activity of the rod photoreceptors. The adapting field bleached approximately 50% of the cone pigment (Burns & Eisner, 1985) . Observers adapted to the adapting field for 1 min at the start of testing, and readapted for 1 min every 6 min. R/G mixture and Y standard fields were presented in temporal alternation (Nagy, 1980 (Nagy, , 1982 Neitz & Jacobs, 1986) . The mixture field was presented for 500 msec, followed by a 100 ms dark period, and the standard was presented for 1200 msec, followed by a 100 msec dark period. Matches were made in a normally lit room, using an experimenter-controlled quasi-staircase procedure similar to that described by Linksz (1964) .
Additional stimulus manipulations were used to reduce the possible impact of S cones on the Rayleigh matches. Further refinements of the psychophysical procedure were also tested extensively, but had negligible effects on Rayleigh match ranges (Sanocki, 1994) .
ANALYSIS
Throughout our analysis it is assumed that only two opsin genes are expressed to a functionally significant degree in any individual observer (but cf. Neitz et al., 1992) . These are assumed to be the M and M/L hybrid genes for each protan observer, and the L and L/M hybrid genes for each deutan observer.
Derivation of pigment absorption spectra
The absorption maxima of each observer's pigments were inferred from the amino acid sequences using the values reported by Merbs & Nathans (1992a,b) for in vitro reconstituted pigments. The absorption spectra were then derived by shifting the DeMarco et al. (1992) extinction spectrum on a wavenumber axis to correspond to the appropriate ),max. Pigment absorption spectra were derived for two types of L pigments, with serine vs alanine (Ser 180 Ala) at position 180 of the amino acid sequence; two types of M pigment (Ser 180 Ala), five types of M/L hybrid pigments, and six types of L/M hybrid pigments. Absorption spectra of chimeric pigment types seen in our observers but not examined by Merbs and Nathans were also estimated: a L1/M2 pigment (i.e., a pigment with exon 1 derived from the L pigment gene and exons 2-6 from the M pigment gene) was estimated to be a pigment with an M pigment ),max and L cone range of optical densities; an M(Ser) pigment was estimated by shifting the M pigment )-max 4.3 nm toward longer wavelength; and an M3/L4(Ser) hybrid was estimated by shifting the 2max of the M3/IA hybrid 4.3 nm toward longer wavelengths (cf. Merbs & Nathans, 1992b) . Use of the absorption maxima of Asenjo et al. (1994) rather than Merbs & Nathans (1992a) , and the use of a log frequency rather than wavenumber axes, made negligible differences to the results of the analysis.
Derivation of cone absorption spectra
The pigment absorption spectra were used to derive the spectral sensitivities of the cones to lights at the cornea. Spectra were changed from an equal quantum to an equal energy basis, and adjusted for filtering by the lens (and by macular pigment for the predictions for 2 deg fields), using the values given in DeMarco et al. (1992) .
Potential variations in the optical density of the cone pigments among individual observers were then The dotted lines at q,, and qi indicate the quantal matches (match points) for two observers, one color-normal and the other color-anomalous, for a fixed set of primaries. The heavy solid lines are cone sensitivity ratio lines for the two observers. The normal observer shows a cone sensitivity ratio line with a steep slope, while the anomalous observer shows a shallower slope. The standard normal match range, derived from data on normal observers, was used to calculate the threshold change in the cone sensitivity ratio. This threshold change was assumed to be the same for all observers, and was used to predict the match range of the color-anomalous observer. The dashed lines show how the ends of the color normal match range were used to derive the threshold change in cone sensitivity ratio, and how the threshold change was used to predict the match range for the anomalous observer. The example shown here is for a deuteranomalous observer with a pigment separation of 3.6 nm. incorporated into the model. The average values and approximate 95% confidence intervals for pigment optical densities for the L and M cones, both in the fovea and at 4 deg peripheral, were derived from the data of Smith et al. (1976) . The values used were: for L (and L') cones, 0.4 _+ 0.1 for fovea and 0.25 _+ 0.1 for periphery; for M (and M') cones, 0.3 + 0.1 for fovea and 0.15 4-0.1 for periphery. The foveal and peripheral values were used to predict 2 deg and large-field match ranges, respectively. The high and low extremes of pigment densities used are referred to hereafter as "high" and "low" pigment optical densities, respectively. Actual optical densities for the large field matches were probably slightly lower than these values, given that an adapting stimulus was used in the procedure (see Burns &Elsner, 1985) . Such changes in optical density are, however, small when compared to the large differences between fovea and periphery, and would still yield results within the ranges of density values used to derive our predictions. The inferred peaks of the foveal cone sensitivities are shown in Table 1 for two types of L pigments and one type of M pigment, for average, low and high values of pigment optical density. A result of the conversion from pigment absorption spectra to cone absorption spectra was to shift the absorption peaks of the curves to longer wavelengths by 11-12 nm. As can be seen in Table 1 , most of the shift in absorption peak was caused by the conversion from quantal to energy basis and the filtering by the lens and macular pigment. However, assumed variations in pigment optical density also produced small (1-2 nm) shifts in the absorption peaks.
Derivation of cone sensitivity ratios
Discrimination between lights of different spectral composition can only occur when the ratio of quantal absorptions between the two cone types--the cone sensitivity ratio---is different for the different lights. Thus, the cone sensitivities derived above were used in combination with the wavelengths of the G, Y and R primaries of the anomaloscope to calculate cone sensitivity ratios for each wavelength for each observer Sanocki, 1994) . Cone sensitivity ratios were calculated for deutan subjects by dividing the M cone sensitivity, SM, by the L cone sensitivity, SL. For protan subjects, the calculation was the inverse (SL/SM).
Calculation of predicted match ranges
The calculation of predicted match ranges is schematized in Fig. 1 for the case of deutan subjects (cf. . In the first phase of the calculations, a "standard normal match range"--i.e., a standard Rayleigh match range for normal observers--was adopted. The standard normal match range was based on the average match range of a group of 76 colornormal observers tested with the same precision anomaloscope (Winderickx et al., 1992) , and was 0.4838-0.4911 R/R + G for deutan mode, and 0.0613-0.0630 R/ R + G for protan mode. The standard normal match range was then converted into a corresponding "threshold Table 2 and 3. The abscissae show (R/R + G) ratios. Two and 9 deg Rayleigh match ranges are shown for each observer as the upper (dashed) and lower (solid) lines, respectively. The arrows on the abscissae indicate the match points for a theoretical color normal observer under the conditions of illuminance used to test deutan and protan observers, respectively. high M; high L, low M; low L, high M; low L, low M; and average L, average M.
RESULTS
The results from molecular genetic analyses are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3 , for the 16 deutan and 11 protan observers, respectively. Observers having the same L/M opsin genotype are grouped together in the tables. Subject number, age, 2 deg Nagel diagnosis, and genotype are shown in the four leftmost columns. For previously reported observers, the results of the molecular genetic analyses shown here are the same as those reported by Winderickx et al. (1993) . The absorption maxima for the observers' L (or L') and M (or M') pigments, and the separations between absorption maxima, are indicated in the four rightmost columns. Some of the pigment separation values are negative because the inferred '~rnax of the M or M' pigment in the M cones was longer than that of the inferred L or L' pigment in the L cones.
The measured 2 and 9 deg match ranges are shown in Fig. 2 by dashed and solid lines, respectively. The units for the 2 deg match ranges have been transformed to compensate for differences in units between the Nagel and precision anomaloscopes (Sanocki, 1994) . The 9 deg match ranges were generally smaller than the 2 deg match ranges. This result is consistent with the expected improvement in chromatic discrimination owing to the use of large annular fields, the higher radiances of the matching fields, and the use of temporal alternation (Nagy, 1980; Breton & Cowan, 1981; . All of the deuteranopes (4 of 4) and half of the protanopes (3 of 6), as diagnosed on the Nagel anomaloscope, made red/green chromatic discriminations with the larger, higher radiance matching fields. Two of the dichromats (Nos 3187 and 1681) had 9 deg match ranges that were vastly improved; their 9 deg match ranges were among the smallest of the group of observers. As reported by Nagy (1982) , the 9 deg match ranges were also more homogeneous across observers than were the 2 deg match ranges.
The predicted and measured Rayleigh match ranges for all observers are shown in Fig. 3 . In all panels of Fig. 3 , the abscissae represent the inferred separation in '~max of the observer's photopigments, and the ordinates represent the predicted or measured match range. Two deg and 9 deg match ranges are represented in upper vs lower panels; deutan and protan observers are represented in left vs right panels. The measured match ranges for the color-deficient observers are shown by the solid symbols. Solid circles show the match ranges for observers with two or more types of L/M opsin genes; while solid squares show the match ranges of observers with a single type of L/M opsin gene, plotted at a pigment separation of zero for convenience. The open circles represent the predicted match ranges for a standard deuteranomalous and a standard protanomalous observer having the cone spectra of the DeMarco et al. (1992) cone fundamentals.
Match ranges predicted from the model are shown by the lines and shading in Fig. 3 . The predicted match ranges for average L and M pigment optical densities are shown by the heavy solid lines. As shown by , for deutan observers, predicted match ranges diminish rapidly as the separation between the absorption maxima of the two pigments increases from near zero to about 3 nm, and vary little for larger separations. For protan observers (cf. , predicted match ranges diminish slightly more gradually with increasing pigment separation. Nonetheless, most of the variation of predicted match range occurs in the range of pigment separations less than 4-6 nm. The fact that the predicted match ranges are largest for small negative pigment separations rather than at a pigment separation of zero derives from the assumed difference in average pigment density between L and M pigments.
The effects of variations of assumed pigment optical density are shown by the lighter solid lines and shaded areas in each panel. The upper and lower lines show the maximum and minimum values of the predicted match ranges across all possible combinations of high and low pigment optical densities. For a pigment separation of zero, the predicted match range varies widely--from 0.05 units to the maximum value of I--with differences in pigment optical density. As shown by , the effects of variations of pigment optical density diminish rapidly with increasing pigment separation, and become negligible beyond pigment separations of a few nanometers.
For 2 deg test fields, the measured match ranges of anomalous trichromats varied inconsistently with pigment separation for both protan and deutan observers. The 2 deg match ranges were no more similar within genotypes than between genotypes (F = 0.951; P = n.s.). Over half of the observers had 2 deg match ranges that fell well above the shaded region on the graphs, indicating that many observers' chromatic discrimination was much worse than predicted by the model, even with the least favorable values of pigment optical density. Thus, the present model clearly fails to account for these data, and additional factors that yield a loss of chromatic discrimination must occur under 2 deg field conditions.
As expected, the use of bright 9 deg annular fields and temporal alteration reduced the Rayleigh match ranges, and improved the fit between theory and data. For deutan observers, the 9 deg match ranges of observers with the same genotype were more similar to each other than they were to those of observers with different genotypes (F = 6.090; P = 0.02), and 12 of the 16 observers had match ranges that plotted either within or on the border of the shaded area on the graphs. Similar trends were seen among the protan observers: data from all but three observers fell within the shaded area. Overall, 20 of the 27 observers' match ranges fell within or on the border of the shaded area.
In our sample of 27 color-deficient observers, genetic analysis of five observers--two protans and three deutans--revealed only a single type of opsin gene, and therefore only a single L/M cone pigment should be present (see Table 2 and Table 3 ). Their data are plotted as squares, at a pigment separation of zero. Four of the five made dichromatic 2 deg matches, and thus were classical dichromats by this definition. When tested with large fields, only only one of these subjects remained dichromatic. The other four subjects demonstrated residual chromatic discrimination, showing Rayleigh match ranges between 0.59 and 0.86. We thus confirm earlier reports Nagy, 1980; Breton & Cowan, 1981) of chromatic discrimination and reductions of Rayleigh match ranges in some classical dichromats when large field conditions are used.
DISCUSSION
Effects of pigment separation and pigment optical density
The model presented here, following that of and , predicts Rayleigh matches by varying the spectral separation of the absorption spectra and the optical density of the photopigments. Within the protan or deutan series, increases in pigment separation produce monotonic decreases in predicted Rayleigh match ranges, as shown in Fig. 3 . But as shown by and , the predicted match ranges increase only very gradually as the pigment separation decreases from >20 nm to a very few nanometers, and very rapidly thereafter. This quantitative outcome can be justified intuitively from the analysis of cone sensitivity ratio lines presented in Fig. 1 . The slope (Ay/Ax) of the cone sensitivity ratio line is determined jointly by the particular pigments and the particular primaries used. The predicted match range (Ax) arises from assuming that the threshold change in cone sensitivity (Ay) is fixed for all observers. In consequence, the predicted match range varies inversely with the slope of the cone ratio line, and is reduced by a factor of 2 with each doubling of slope. Thus, when the slope is near zero, small changes in slope lead to large changes in predicted match range, while when the slope is steeper, similarly small changes in slope lead to negligible changes in predicted match range.
Moreover, variations in pigment optical density act through a similar mechanism. When the cone ratio line has a slope near zero (at small pigment separations), small variations of slope introduced by variations of pigment optical density lead to large changes in predicted match range; while when the cone ratio line has a steeper slope (at larger pigment separations), the influence of changes of pigment optical density is much smaller. A similar explanation, illustrated by the shapes of spectral sensitivity curves as well as by cone sensivity ratios, is presented in Fig. 6 of .
Inconsistencies between model and data for individual observers"
Although the measured and predicted large field match ranges agreed in general, there were five individual observers whose match ranges fell clearly outside the shaded areas. Two deutan observers (Nos 3136 and 3190) had match ranges that fell moderately above the shaded area, indicating that their chromatic discrimination was slightly worse than predicted. These observers may have employed liberal criteria for defining a match between the mixture and standard fields (Gescheider, 1985; Pelli & Farell, 1994) , thereby increasing the size of their match ranges. Because the slopes of psychometric functions tend to be shallower for anomalous trichromats than for color normal observers (Swanson, 1993) , shifts in decision criteria will have larger effects on the measured match ranges of anomalous trichromats. Alternatively, these observers may have had a threshold change in cone sensitivity ratio that was larger than that of the average normal observer (see Analysis), or some other form of neural loss (Hurvich, 1972; , 1957 .
Two protan observers (Nos 3192 and 1678) had 9 deg match ranges that fell distinctly above the shaded areas. The large discrepancy between the sizes of the predicted and measured match ranges probably eliminates matching criteria as a cause, and supports the possibility of a neural loss. Interestingly, both observers had virtually the same genotype; they differed only in that observer No. 3192 had the amino acid serine at position 233 on his L/M hybrid gene. The fact that these two observers had highly similar genotypes raises the possibility that the additional factor yielding a loss of chromatic discrimination occurs in association with the presence of these particular genes.
A final protan observer (No. 2108) had a 9 degree match range that plotted below the shaded area, indicating that his chromatic discrimination was better than predicted (cf . This observer had a separation in 2max that was less than 1.0 nm, yet he showed a Rayleigh match range of only 0.069 units (compared to the match range for color-normal subjects of 0.007 units). This observer may have had an extreme difference in his L and M cone pigment optical densities, as the shaded areas only encompassed the 95% confidence interval for variation in pigment optical density. Alternatively, this observer may represent an individual who has developed a method based on something other than comparison of the quantal absorptions in his L' and M cones for discriminating between test and standard fields. Possibilities include residual differences in S cone or rod signals, differences in the pattern of chromatic aberration between test and standard fields, or variations in macular pigment or pigment optical density with eccentricity. Although our test conditions were specifically designed to minimize most of these factors, it is difficult to rule out such residual cues definitively. It is, however, also difficult to believe that this observer's excellent level of chromatic discrimination can be supported by minimal cues of this kind. The basis on which this observer makes chromatic discriminations remains unknown. Additional variants of Rayleigh match procedures continued to reveal excellent performance (Sanocki, 1994) .
Inconsistencies between genotype and phenotype
Although partial correspondences have been established between L/M opsin genotype and color vision phenotype in earlier studies (e.g. Nathans et al., 1986b; Deeb et al., 1992) , three major puzzles have remained. The first puzzle is that observers with the same opsin gene complement sometimes show quite different Rayleigh match ranges. Two factors may contribute to this inconsistency. First, Nathans et al. (1986b) and Deeb et al. (1992) tested the color vision of their observers with classical anomaloscopy, using standard 2 deg matching fields. In the present study we compared such classical measurements with measurements employing 9 deg, temporally alternating fields whose radiances were relatively high. These changes in stimulus parameters made Rayleigh match points and match ranges more regular across observers, and thus reduced the range of phenotypes associated with a single genotype. Secondly, the assumed variations in pigment optical density addressed by and , and incorporated into the present model, provide a theoretical basis for variations in Rayleigh match ranges among observers with the same L/M opsin genotype.
The second puzzle has been that several different L/M opsin genotypes have occurred in association with similar or overlapping values of Rayleigh match range. This problem is again reconciled with two factors. Firstly, in our subject population, several different opsin gene sequences lead to different pairs of pigments with approximately the same pigment separations. Within the protan or deutan series, observers with similar pigment separations have similar predicted Rayleigh match ranges; and secondly, the present model and that of and predict that variations in pigment separation and variations in optical density have their most dramatic effects only over the range of pigment separations less than a very few nanometers. Beyond this range, neither further increases in pigment separation nor variations in pigment optical density produce any major variation in the predicted match range.
A third puzzle has been that some observers having a single pigment gene nonetheless make reliable red/green chromatic discriminations. Five of the six observers with a single gene in the present study fall in this category when large-field conditions are used. Previously, their chromatic discriminations have been speculatively attributed to the intrusion of either S cones or rods into the Rayleigh match (Deeb et al., 1992) . Extraneous cues such as chromatic aberration patterns and/or variations in color match with eccentricity provide additional options. The psychophysical procedures used in the present experiment were designed to minimize most of these possibilities. Moreover, extensive variations in psychophysical methodology were also used (Sanocki, 1994) . However, these observers continued to make red/green discriminations.
We propose here that variations in cone pigment optical density could also hold the key to explaining the trichromatic color discrimination exhibited by these obligatory dichromats. In general, for an observer with only a single photopigment, any mechanism that produces a bimodal distribution of pigment densities across the population of cones would allow trichromatic color discrimination. One possible mechanism for producing a bimodal distribution of pigment optical density would occur if these observers were to retain two types of photoreceptors, predestined to be L and M cones in color-normal observers. The same pigment could be present in both cone types, but at different optical densities; for example, with a reduced density in the cone type that does not normally express that pigment. Differences in pigment optical density between cone types could arise from differences in the amount of pigment synthesized, and/or in the stability of the pigment. At a pigment separation of zero and the optimal difference in pigment optical density assumed in our analysis, the predicted Rayleigh match range would be surprisingly small, and the predicted variations of Rayleigh match range readily encompass the measured match ranges of our obligatory dichromats (cf .
It is interesting to note that the above argument includes the assumption that L and M cones inherently differ in some way other than in the kind of pigment that they express. A precedent for such variation is provided by the well-known morphological and synaptic differences between S vs L and M cones (Ahnelt et al., 1987,  1990; Curcio et al., 1991) . Inasmuch as this argument seems to be the most plausible one available to account for the chromatic discriminations made by obligatory dichromats, the chromatic discriminations of obligatory dichromats may be said to provide speculative support for the possibility of inherent differences between L and M cones.
Comparisons to DeMarco et aL (1992) We close with some comparisons of our results to the 
